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The Power Of A Poster
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+ I have agency. 
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+ “Don’t let your school work get in  
 the way of your education.” 
                                               Mark Twain 
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+ My first encounter with a nudger. 
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+ Seeded my lifetime “board of directors” 
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Give It The Old College Try
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+ ge!ing involved in the campus 
community opened up a  
whole new world to me. 
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+ led me to add to my lifetime  
“board of directors” and build  
myself a campus “safety net”
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+surrounding myself with inspiring peers 
+trusting my gut 
+ leading teams 
+how to collaborate 
+dealing with failure 
+real world consequences 
+emotional resiliency and grit 
+operating in a liquid environment 
+daring to do 
+etc….
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Into The “Real” World
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video
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+ the skills necessary to navigate  
around and through the “real” world 
came directly from my experiences as  
a student outside the traditional 
classroom.
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The World Has Shi!ed
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The Industrial Age has ended.
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The individual has been 
globalized.
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The Connected Age
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Text

“Here we are on the cusp of a 
revolution where every 
industry you can think of … is 
going to be turned upside down 
… it doesn't ma!er where you 
live. It only ma!ers whether 
you think you can see the 
revolution” 

Seth Godin 
Tribes & Linchpin, author
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The Industrial Age 
rewarded

The Connected Age 
rewards

fitting in standing out 
building for the mass market building for specialized markets 

hierarchy networks (connectivity)
being a specialist being a polymath 

competition collaboration 
doing your job as instructed finding ways to do it better (innovating) 

following the rules creativity
slow and steady (predictable) quick and nimble 

efficiency effectiveness
getting permission taking initiative
life-work balance life-work integration

focus on a bottom line focus on multiple bottom line 
pursuing the AMERICAN Dream pursuing YOUR dreams
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Thank You
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ANDY STOLL 
andy@stoll.net 
@andystoll                                 

Andy is represented as a speaker by The College Agency,  
for speaking inquires please contact Sue or Shawna at  
651-222-9669 or visit TheCollegeAgency.com.
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